First Gold Hotel & Gaming
Black Jack Tournament Rules
$2,400 Total Purse Guaranteed!
1. Each player is given $500.00 (points) in nonnegotiable tournament chips for each
round. Chips won do not advance to the next round.
2. 5 points minimum bet, 200 points maximum bet. Bets must be made in 5-point
increments, unless player is “all in”. You may double down for less than the original
bet when “all in”. You may double down on any two original cards.
3. Fourteen hands (14) dealt for each qualifying round. One spot per player. Final
(championship) round will be (28) hands.
4. Three (3) players with the highest number of points from each table will advance to
the next round with 50 or less players. Two (2) players with the highest number of
points will advance to the next round with more than 50 players.
5. In the event of a tie, four (4) additional hands will be dealt to determine the place
winner.
6. A rotation numbered button is used to indicate the dealing and betting order. Each
hand begins with the player with the button. The button moves one position after
each hand.
7. After a bet has been made it cannot be changed.
8. No players will be allowed to join in a round after the first hand is dealt.
9. All chips must be kept separate and stacked by denomination and in full view of all
players. No handling of chips will be allowed during play.
10. One player per hand, one spot per player. “No Coaching will be allowed”.
11. Rebuys for filling empty chairs will be done by drawing from all entries. Acceptance
of rebuy is you option.
12. Deadwood Gaming Commission rules and regulations along with FIRST GOLD
HOTEL’S house gaming rules will be enforced. In case of dispute, decision of the
tournament official will be final.
Entry fee for the tournament is $10.00; Rebuys are $10.00. At the conclusion of the
tournament there will be 15 $20.00 drawings. Tournament limited to 84 contestants. All
contestants are eligible for the drawings.

